Conover Collection

The styling of the Conover signature arch makes this collection versatile enough for almost any environment. The double arch design, or single arch option, in guest and tandem seating arms is echoed in patient seating and sleepers, as well as casegoods hardware, for a consistent look throughout a facility.

The Conover collection offers a full range of seating—including bariatric options—in wood. Complementing the portfolio are sleepers, recliners, and occasional tables.

One of our most comprehensive collections, Conover provides endless options for healthcare environments.

Conover seating and tandem seating is made from hard maple with locking mortise-and-tenon construction. Products with interior frames utilize plywood made from hardwoods. The antimicrobial finish inhibits growth of bacteria while the lacquer provides a strong defense against the harshness of cleaning solutions.
Full range of seating

Conover offers a wide range of seating choices, including tandem solutions up to five seats wide and two bariatric seating options for use in lobby and waiting areas.

Hip chairs and stools are positioned at the proper seat height to facilitate ingress and egress for orthopedic patients.

Lots of ways to recline

Our standard recliners recline up to 135 degrees. The sleeper recliner folds down to a full flat 180 degrees for sleep comfort. Other models recline up to 135 degrees. The expanding bariatric recliner accommodates a wide variety of patient sizes and is weight-rated up to 750 pounds. Three-position recliners are offered in a variety of options, gliders are available on certain models, and a motorized lift chair is available for patients who need assistance standing up.

For more details, please visit healthcare.haworth.com.

Plenty of room for family

Our most comprehensive sleep collection, Conover features fold-over cushion sleepers, pull-out sleepers that convert chairs, loveseats, and sofas into single and double sleeping surfaces, and dual sleep surface sleepers.

Sleepers

Lobby and waiting room Seating:
- Single arch arm, double arch arm, or enclosed arm
- Armcaps available in wood, Thermofoil, or Kydex
- No center arm option available for tandem seating
- Multi-density, Cal 117 compliant urethane foam seats
- Cal 133 options available
- Horizontal cleanout
- Field replaceable seats and backs

Recliners:
- Armcaps available in wood, Thermofoil, or Kydex
- Field replaceable footrests, seats, backs, levers, and armcaps
- Edge guard on all recliners protects surrounding wall surfaces from damage

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
- Push and utility bar
- Push/pull handles
- IV pole
- O2 tank holder
- Heat and massage
- Folding lateral transfer arm
- Thermofoil side tray or articulating food tray
- Central lock casters

Sleepers:
- Tab-lock construction utilizing sealed plywood made from hardwoods
- Armcaps available in wood, Thermofoil, or Kydex
- Field replaceable pullout extensions and seat backs
Seating & Tandem Seating

- Arm Chair
- Side Chair (No Arms)
- Bariatric Arm Chair
- Bariatric Loveseat
- Hip Chair
- Hip Stool
- Bench
- Ottoman
- 2 Seat Tandem
- 3 Seat Tandem
- 4 Seat Tandem
- 5 Seat Tandem

Recliners

- 3 Position Recliner
- 3 Position Motorized Recliner
- 3 Position Expanding Bariatric Recliner
- 3 Position Expanding Bariatric Recliner with Cushions
- 3 Position Expanding Bariatric Recliner
- Glider Recliner
- Hybrid Infinite Position Recliner
- Power Lift Wallhugger Recliner
- Wallhugger Recliner
- 3 Position Recliner with Handle
- High-Back Patient Chair Recliner with Leg Rest
Sturdy construction for patient stability

Patient chairs are an ideal way to offer patients another option within their room, allowing them to get out of bed. Conover offers a wide variety of seating to accommodate patients’ ergonomic and comfort needs.

Places to stow belongings

Conover casegoods offer versatile styling in easily cleanable laminate or Thermofoil finishes. Bedside cabinets, dressers, and wardrobes provide multiple configuration options and are available with metal accents that complement the design elements of the collection. A spill guard top option on bedside cabinets features a lip around the edge so that liquids do not leak onto the floor.

Surfaces for any space

Conover tables complement the collection’s seating solutions for a consistent look throughout the facility, whether in public spaces, patient rooms, or treatment areas. Tables are available as freestanding or attached. Attached tables can be connected directly to seating to reduce the number of legs and keep seating units in place.

Features

Patient Seating:
- Single arch or double arch arm
- Armcaps available in wood, Thermofoil, or Kydex
- Field replaceable seats and backs
- Flex-back chairs have 15 degrees of rearward flex
- Recliner model reclines 135 degrees and includes a folding footrest

Casegoods:
- Interior steel and laminate drawer construction
- Ventilated back
- Field replaceable drawers and drawer/door fronts
- Casters standard on bedside cabinets

OPTIONS INCLUDE:
- Spill guard
- Thermofoil top
- Plastic drawer liner
- Available with laminate or Thermofoil drawer fronts and tops

Tables:
- Hard maple frame
- Tops available in veneer or laminate
- Mounting hardware included with attached tables
Patient Seating

HIGH-BACK PATIENT CHAIR
HIGH-FLEXBACK PATIENT GLIDER
HIGH-BACK PATIENT CHAIR

Casegoods

Laminate
BEDSIDE CABINET 3 DRAWER
BEDSIDE CABINET DRAWER DOOR
BEDSIDE CABINET DRAWER OPEN
DRESSER 3 DRAWER
DRESSER 4 DRAWER
WARDROBE 2 DOOR
WARDROBE 2 DOOR 1 DRAWER

Thermofoil
BEDSIDE CABINET 3 DRAWER
BEDSIDE CABINET DRAWER DOOR
BEDSIDE CABINET DRAWER OPEN
DRESSER 3 DRAWER
DRESSER 4 DRAWER
WARDROBE 2 DOOR
WARDROBE 2 DOOR 1 DRAWER

Tables

ATTACHED BRIDGE TABLE
FREESTANDING CORNER TABLE
ATTACHED END TABLE
FREESTANDING END TABLE
FREESTANDING COFFEE TABLE
GREETERS DESK
FREESTANDING LAMP TABLE
Design and construction

Patient seating options are available for use in treatment and patient rooms. Recliners and sleepers from the Conover collection coordinate to complete the environment.